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        The paper presents development of the probabilistic gas transmission network simulator ProGasNet which is aimed to 
address security of supply problems including network reliability, vulnerability and resilience aspects. The ProGasNet 
methodology combines Monte Carlo simulation technique and maximum flow algorithm from graph theory. The ProGasNet 
capabilities are demonstrated on a benchmark gas network of several EU countries. 
 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
A number of energy supply disruptions due to economic, political or technical reasons highlight the need to study energy 
infrastructure networks from the security of supply point of view. After consequent gas supply disruptions during 2004-2008 
period and the major supply disruption in January 2009 due to the Russia-Ukraine dispute, the European Commission (EC) 
reacted by issuing Regulation 994/2010 (Ref. 1) on security of gas supply, which requires the EU Member States to fulfil a 
number of requirements, including risk assessment, preventive action plan and emergency action plan, installation of cross 
border reverse flow capabilities, and supply and infrastructure standards based on the N-1 criterion. These and other measures 
proved to be important for the gas network resilience in a number of subsequent smaller supply disruptions (e.g. Libyan war 
in 2011, cold snap in early 2012).  

In 2014 the EC released energy security strategy2, highlighting strong EU dependence on imports and in particular on a 
few importers thus requesting the Member States to develop import diversification measures and emphasizing importance of 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) import terminals. In addition, the EC Connecting Europe Facility co-funds many energy 
infrastructure projects developed in particular to enhance security of supply in gas and electricity sectors.  

Gas transmission network is part of critical infrastructure that has been recently addressed by various initiatives from 
research institutions and governments worldwide. The European Commission has taken the initiative to organize a network 
consisting of research and technology organizations within the European Union with interests and capabilities in critical 
infrastructure protection3. Interdependencies between critical infrastructures make the analysis complicated and challenging, 
and the topic is attracted by a growing number of researchers4,5,6. For energy infrastructures the most interesting 
interdependence is between gas and electricity networks7.  

The JRC has started to develop an in-house software tool ProGasNet for probabilistic modelling of gas transmission 
network with the aim to address security of supply issues including network reliability, vulnerability and other aspects. 

The next section will briefly present the methodology used in the ProGasNet computational engine and the capabilities 
of the tool. The third section will present the gas network topology and data, followed by security of supply evaluation results 
to be used for gas infrastructure network risk assessment. The fifth section will present bottleneck analysis study case using 
ProGasNet simulator. The sixth section will present some results of vulnerability analysis and component importance 
analysis. The concluding remarks are given in section VII.  

 
II. PROGASNET METHODOLOGY 

 
From the computational point of view, the analysis of large infrastructure networks is very demanding. A detailed 

review8 of the state of the art in the field of network reliability analysis presents computational complexity, exact algorithms, 
analytic bounds and Monte Carlo (MC) methods. The natural gas network optimization study9 shows an example of 
combination of network optimal operation and physical flow computations. The Joint Research Centre (JRC) report10 
presents testing results of two approaches implemented for relatively simple benchmark network systems: Monte-Carlo (MC) 
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reliability simulation and fault tree analysis. The results of test cases indicate potential of both methods for network reliability 
analysis and the need for further research. The current paper presents further development of the MC approach and provides a 
number of country wide or regional analysis examples. 

The ProGasNet uses a distance-based approach of a stochastic network flow model. Priority based gas supply pattern is 
based on distances from the source node, so nodes closer to the gas source are served first. This supply pattern is typical in 
gas transmission pipeline networks. In each Monte-Carlo simulation step, component (pipelines, compressor stations, 
storages, LNG facilities) failures are sampled. Then for each network configuration consisting of failed and operational 
elements, maximum flow algorithm with multiple sources and multiple sinks is applied in order to estimate the maximum of 
transmitted flow from gas source nodes to sink nodes (gas consumers). The algorithm considers pipeline capacity and other 
constraints to avoid physically infeasible solutions, like different flow directions in parallel pipelines or bi-directional flow in 
the same pipeline (also called parasitic flow11). The Dijkstra's algorithm for calculating distance matrix among sources and 
sinks is used. Then, a permutation matrix of the graph isomorphism problem according to the distance from the gas source is 
computed. In this way the original model is transferred to the distance-based approach by a dynamic reordering of nodes and 
lines of the network graph model12. This graph isomorphism task is performed by linear algebra operations13. To finish the 
simulation step, the computed flow matrix is transformed back into the original problem by an inversion linear algebra 
operation.  

Finally, Monte-Carlo simulations are used for estimating the probability of having less than demanded volume of the 
natural gas in each network node. The simulation approach can also be used for the bottleneck analysis, vulnerability (critical 
component) or component importance analysis or time-dependent storage analysis. 

 
III. GAS NETWORK DATA AND TOPOLOGY 

 
Figure 1 shows topology of the test case gas transmission network. It is based on a real regional network topology and 

data, however location is not displayed. The transmission network topology is rep-resented by a graph with nodes and links 
(edges). The nodes are normally the following elements: 

- Demand nodes (consumers connected to the transmission network; 
- Compressor stations; 
- Supply nodes (storages, LNG terminals, import points at cross-borders). 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Topological layout of the study network. Thickness of the edges is proportional to the pipeline capacity. 
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The node data entered in the model depend on the node type. The demand nodes require only daily demand value (Table 
I). This value is normally peak demand value, but it could be also average winter or summer consumption value depending 
on the purpose of the model. 

 
TABLE I. Network demand nodes, in millions of cubic meters per day (mcm/d). 

Node Demand Node Demand 
4 0.1 34 0.5 
5 3.2 35 0.1 
6 0.1 36 4.2 
7 0.3 37 1.3 
9 0.1 39 0.3 
10 1 41 0.6 
13 0.5 42 0.6 
17 0.1 43 0.2 
18 8.5 44 0.7 
20 0.6 45 1.3 
25 0.5 47 0.5 
26 0.8 48 1.8 
27 3 49 0.2 
28 6 51 7 
30 0.5 52 0.6 
33 0.5 53 0.1 

 
Table II shows maximum capacities and type (pipeline, UGS or LNG) of input supply nodes. In case of underground gas 

storages (UGS), also the output values of not fully loaded storages can be used. 
 

Table II. Maximum supply capacity. 
Node Type Capacity, mcm/day 

2 Pipeline 31 

11 Pipeline 7 

19 UGS 30 

4 Pipeline 4 

10 LNG 10.2 
 

The total maximum supply capacity is 82.2 mcm/d. The total network peak demand is 45.8 mcm/d, therefore the network 
has certain degree of spare capacity to compensate supply disruptions. All pipeline sections including their estimated capacity 
and lengths are available in the model, but not shown due to space limitations. For each network component, failure data 
must be provided. The following components (nodes) are considered for failures with corresponding failure frequencies: 

- Compressor station (CS) failure: 2.5E-01/yr; 
- Underground storage failure: 1.0E-01/yr 
- LNG terminal failure: 1.5E-01/yr 
- Pipeline failure: 3.5E-05 /km/yr. 
The model considers one month interval for computations. It is assumed that the same peak consumption in the network 

is constant during this one month period. 
The CS failure rate was computed using a typical model of a CS station and industrial reliability data. The UGS failure 

estimate is an expert estimate. The LNG failure estimate is based on literature references14. The pipeline failure rate was 
taken from pipeline incident database15 and assuming that rupture occurs 10 less frequently as incident. 

The compressor station node is modelled as working or failed (on/off), for each state determining the corresponding 
capacity of the outgoing pipelines. The capacity reduction due to compressor station failure is normally estimated by 
hydraulic model computations or expert evaluation. As a consequence due to a CS failure, capacity reduction by 20% of the 
inlet pipelines and also the outlet pipelines until the next connection node is assumed. This assumption is based on physical 
flow models, however is not accurate in all cases and also multiple CS failures will have more severe effects on the network 
operation. Currently physical model is being developed in order to estimate the effect of the CS failures more precisely. 
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IV. SECURITY OF SUPPLY EVALUATION 
 

The pipeline import sources are not considered to fail due to lack of upstream network model, however they are modelled 
as on/off elements by scenario analysis. The following main 4 supply scenarios were analysed: 
- Scenario A: All currently available sources. Scenario A represents basic scenario when all sources can be used for 

supply.  
- Scenario B: All curently available sources, except Node 10. Scenario B runs the model with Node 10 (LNG) unavailable. 

This scenario provides an indication of the importance of the terminal for security of supply to the region. Such scenario 
can happen due to technical failure of the facility or connecting pipelines ir failure to deliver LNG by sea. 

- Scenario C: All curently available sources, except Node 2 supply. Scenario C models situation when supply from Node 2 
is unavailable. This scenario can test the system when the largest supply source is unavailable. 
Scenario D: All curently available sources, except Node 19. Scenario D assumes that Node 19 (UGS) is unavailable due 

to technical problems, failures or inability to fill it up during summer period. This scenario is used to demonstrate importance 
of the storage to the whole network. 

The results also display scenarios E/F/G/H which equivalent to scenarios A/B/C/D respectively, but with Node 11 
unavailable. This can be used to test importance of the source node 11. 

The probabilistic model is run for 1 million times and collects statistical estimates of various parameters in the network. 
The same results can be presented in different ways: statistical tables, probability tables or cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) plot. All three types of results are derived from the same sample and represent the same results, but highlights 
different points of view of the results. The probabilistic and statistical results are computed for a period of one month. For 
this time period, peak demand is considered to be stable and represent a critical period of severe winter. This assumption is 
considered to be conservative. Regarding the component failures, no repairs are considered. All failures are considered to 
occur during a period of one month, although they do not occur at the same moment. This is again a conservative assumption, 
but as our focus is security of supply, conservative assumptions are widely accepted in the probabilistic studies. 

Table III presents probabilistic results for the whole network demand and all scenarios. The network is well supplied in 
scenarios A/B/E and F, however scenarios D/H and C show obvious vulnerabilities in the network. The results indicate that 
supply in the region is not homogenous, but fragmented into two areas. The first area is strongly dependent on Node 2 supply 
source and the second – on Node 19 source. This is very evident because scenario C affects only one area and scenario D 
affects only the other area. These results are very evident when analysing not the total network supply, but area supply under 
given scenario. The probabilistic results are available for each scenario, but in the post-processing phase the CDFs are 
compared by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and those that are statistically similar are displayed together, meaning that there are 
no statistically significant differences among them, e.g. scenarios A/B/E/F in Fig. 2. All scenarios supply at least 50% of the 
demanded gas by the network with acceptable security of supply: probability of having less than 50% of needed gas is in the 
range of 8E-03 – 2E-06 per month. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. CDF plots for the total network demand of 45.8 mcm/d (left) and one part of the network (demand 12 mcm/d). 
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TABLE III. Probabilistic results for the whole network supply for all scenarios (D=45.8 mcm/d). D – demand volume, 
Mean – average available gas volume. 

Scenario D-Mean P(X=0) P(X<0.2D) P(X<0.5D) P(X<0.8D) P(X<D) 
DH 12.9 0 1.0E-06 2.4E-04 1 1 
C 6.5 0 1.1E-04 8.3E-03 2.2E-02 1 
G 0.3 0 0 8.3E-03 2.1E-02 2.7E-02 
ABEF 0.1 0 0 2.0E-06 8.5E-03 1.2E-02 

 
The same results can be explored graphically by CDF plots (Fig. 2). The plot shows that scenarios D, H and C cannot supply 
all the needed gas and indicates the available maximum volume of gas. The scenarios A, B, E, F and G can supply all the 
needed gas, but with different reliability levels. Such results are available for each network node or specified area (e.g. one 
country), but due to space limitations only two CDF plots are shown. 

 
V. BOTTLENECK ANALYSIS STUDY CASE 

 
As ProGasNet algorithm computes flows in each network link, bottleneck analysis is a quite straight-forward task. A 

criteria for a potential bottleneck is pipeline free capacity factor (PFCF) – percentage ratio of the difference between 
maximum capacity and average flow in the pipeline segment to its maximum capacity (Eq. 1). The ProGasNet was adjusted 
to make these calculations for each scenario by aggregating parallel pipelines. 

 

%100
 

  ×−=
CapacityMaximum

FlowAverageCapacityMaximum
PFCF   (1) 

 
As a result, no bottlenecks were identified in the scenarios A, B, E and F, as all pipelines had rather high PFCF. 

However, in scenarios C, D, G and H a number of bottlenecks were identified. The results were filtered not to display source 
nodes and small pipelines to end users which are sometimes flagged as potential bottlenecks although they are not connecting 
any other network node. Below, an iterative bottleneck identification process will be described for scenario D: 

- Step 1: Pipeline 17->34 (capacity 6.5 mcm/d) has PFCF=0%. Capacity is increased from 6.5 to 15 mcm/d; 
- Step 2: Pipeline 34->18 (capacity 12.1 mcm/d) has PFCF=0.6%. Capacity is increased from 12.1 to 15 mcm/d; 
- Step 3: Pipeline 17->34 (capacity 15 mcm/d) has PFCF=0.7%. Capacity is increased from 15 to 18 mcm/d; 
- Step 4: Pipeline 34->18 (capacity 15 mcm/d) has PFCF=1.3%. Capacity is increased from 15 to 18 mcm/d; 
- Step5: Pipeline 10->9->8 (capacity 2.8 mcm/d) has PFCF=1.2%. Capacity is increased from 2.8 to 5 mcm/d; 
- Step 6: Pipeline 10->9->8 (capacity 5 mcm/d) has PFCF=1.4%. Capacity is increased from 5 to 8 mcm/d; 
- Step 7: The calculations used values the previous step. No more potential bottlenecks were identified. 
As clear from the above steps, some pipelines appear as bottlenecks several times after virtual increase of other pipelines 

capacity. Steps 5 and 6 indicate that selection of a new virtual capacity is a problem and might require several trials. Figure 3 
shows the effect of Steps 1-2-4-7 to the whole network and the same network area as in Fig.2. The whole network benefits 
from all the process steps 1-7, however for the selected network area there is no statistically significant difference among the 
steps 2-7: the supply situation cannot be longer improved in that part of the network. Similarly, the results can be analysed 
for all the demand nodes and areas.  

The bottleneck analysis iterative process for scenario C runs as follows: 
- Step 1: Pipeline 34->17 (capacity 6.2 mcm/d) has PFCF=0.9%. Capacity is increased from 6.2 to 12 mcm/d; 
- Step 2: Pipeline 18->34 (capacity 12.1 mcm/d) has PFCF=1.3%. Capacity is increased from 12.1 to 15 mcm/d; 
- Step 3: Pipeline 34->17 (capacity 12 mcm/d) has PFCF=0.9%. Capacity is increased from 12 to 15 mcm/d; 
- Step 4: The calculations used values the previous step. No more potential bottlenecks were identified. 
Interestingly, bottleneck analysis for scenarios C and D identifies the pipelines 18-34-17 as major bi=directional 

bottlenecks in the network. This finding confirms the conclusion that the network is not homogenous and supply nodes 2 and 
19 supply two different parts of the network with a bottleneck connection between them. Note that under normal operation 
condition of the network, no bottlenecks were identified and they appear only when major supply nodes are unavailable. 

Scenarios G and H identify almost identical connections as bottlenecks, connection 18-34-17 being the most significant. 
This suggests that planned new connection in Node 11 might not be fully utilised by the network consumers due to existing 
bottlenecks in the system.  

The other identified congested segments are limited by the source supply capacity which is outside the control of the 
system operator and require either expensive supply infrastructure development solutions or international agreements. 
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Fig.3. CDF plots showing effect of the bottleneck steps 1-2-4-7 for the total network demand of 45.8 mcm/d (left) and 

one part of the network (demand 12 mcm/d). 
 

VI. VULNERABILITY AND COMPONENT IMPORTANCE ANALYSIS  
 
Vulnerability analysis can be considered in a number of perspectives16. The Monte Carlo model used for reliability 

analysis can be successfully employed for vulnerability analysis, however certain analysis patterns change. From global 
vulnerability analysis perspective, the model can be run not with randomly failing network components, but by enforcing 
failures of the components or increasing consumption demand in deterministic manner. The results of such an analysis are 
outside the scope of this paper, but such a study can be performed with little programming efforts of the existing ProGasNet 
code. From critical component analysis perspective, the largest negative consequences are determined under failures of each 
component or their groups. Having already performed reliability analysis and as a bunch of simulations and their results are 
available, a ProGasNet software module has been developed to extract the most critical components in terms of the largest 
negative consequences. 
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Fig. 4. Vulnerability analysis: Index of Monte-Carlo simulation step versus the sorted total available gas supply of 80 

000 simulations (out of 1000000). 
 
Firstly, the sum of supply from all Monte-Carlo simulations is sorted over all nodes by the ascending order. Results of 

the first 80 000 values are presented in Figure 4. These results include both the theoretical minimum supply and also the 
maximum theoretical supply, so it is not necessary to analyse a larger set of simulations.  
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It is possible to zoom into each step of Figure 4 and extract which component failure has caused it and what are the 
consequences (how much gas is available in the network). The analyst can be especially interested in long horizontal lines of 
the plot in Figure 4, as these cases are more likely than those with short horizontal lines. However, at the end a trade-off 
between likelihood and severity of consequences should be considered. 

Table IV shows as an example detailed results of vulnerability analysis for selected supply levels for 2 country 
network17. For the each supply level, the total available gas supply, failure sequence, and its likelihood expressed by the 
frequency are presented. According to Table IV, the supply level 4 implies a reduction of the available supply to 17.7 mln 
m3/d. Detailed analyses of Monte-Carlo results showed that this supply level is caused by a single pipeline failure between 
nodes 2 and 3. The vulnerability analysis showed that the analyzed network includes a variety of failure combinations, which 
can significantly reduce the total supply. The software tool ProGasNet is able to analyze all these cases. 

However, in this section of the paper only brief demonstration is given to show the potential of the ProGasNet 
vulnerability module. 

 
TABLE IV. Detailed results of vulnerability analysis for selected supply levels. 

Supply level 
Total available gas 
supply, mln m3/d 

Failure sequence 
Estimated frequency of failure 
sequence 

1 2 Pipelines:(2,3), (8,9) Nodes:17 5.00E-06 
2 2.7 Pipelines:(2,3) Nodes:10, 17 2.00E-06 
3 5.2 Pipelines:(2,3) Nodes:17 (99.1% of cases) 2.32E-04 

Pipelines:(3,4),(3,5) Nodes:17 (0.9% cases) 
4 17.7 Pipelines:(2,3) Nodes: - 1.02E-02 

 
The ProGasNet simulator also includes another module to identify important components in the network18. The approach 

is based on computing Risk Achievement (RA) value (Eq. 2) for all network components and disruption scenarios A-H as 
described in Section IV. 

 
RA = R(xj=1) - R(base)  (2) 

 
Results of 1 million of Monte-Carlo simulations applied to the network as described in Section III clearly shows that 

components of the network back-bone can be grouped on the three different importance groups. For example, disruption 
scenarios from the most important first group leads to fatal loss of supply consequences on the given risk level with risk 
achievement value ~0.99. Fortunately, majority of failure consequences of the largest gas source (Node 2) can be reliably 
compensated by the LNG terminal (Node 10). Although the gas network uses redundant gas sources, simulated results clearly 
show that the gas network is very sensitive to disruptions leading to disconnection (or a failure) of the second largest gas 
source storage (Node 19). 

 
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

 
The paper describes the methodology approach and some results obtained by the probabilistic gas network simulator 

ProGasNet software tool. The ProGasNet has been applied to gas transmission networks of several EU countries, however 
geographical information cannot be disclosed. Various types of analysis have been performed: reliability, vulnerability, 
security of supply and various types of results have been reported: supply reliability estimates, security of supply under 
different disruption scenarios. 

The ProGasNet model provides an indication of the worst networks nodes in terms of security of supply and provides 
their numerical ranking. It is recommended to use the results of the model in a qualitative (comparative) way rather than 
interpret numerical values directly. The model is very powerful to compare and evaluate different supply options, new 
network development plans and analyse potential crisis situations. 

The model has a number of advantages and limitations that must be considered by interpreting the results. The model at 
this stage cannot model adequately consequences of failures of compressor stations. Currently, it is assumed that pipeline 
capacity is reduced by 20% in the nearest connections, however this assumption needs to be validated by physical flow 
computations. Failures of two nearby compressor stations would have severe effect on the network capacity, but this event is 
not considered in the current version of the probabilistic model. Further work is needed to overcome these limitations. 

The results indicate that supply in the analyzed network (Section III) is not homogenous, but fragmented into two areas. 
The first area is strongly dependent on Node 2 supply source and the second – on Node 19 source. This is very evident 
because ‘Node 2 unavailable’ scenario C affects only one area and ‘Node 19 unavailable’ scenario D affects only the other 
area.  
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The bottleneck analysis was performed in interactive steps and the major bottleneck was identified between two regions 
in the network. The bottleneck detection methodology first virtually eliminates the most significant bottleneck and then 
reruns the model. The next step identifies more bottlenecks although they were not detected in the first step. This process 
finally provide very evident result: connection 17-34-18 is a bidirectional bottleneck in the network when either source is lost 
in one or another side of the network. The other identified congested segments are limited by the source supply capacity 
which is normally outside the control of the system operator and requires either expensive supply infrastructure development 
solutions or international agreements. 

The ProGasNet approach was used also to perform vulnerability analysis and component importance ranking. These are 
rather recent developments of the simulator and are shown only with the purpose to demonstrate capabilities of the tool. 

Despite the limitations of the simulator, essentially caused by lack of pressure parameter in the computational engine, the 
results of the networks studied by ProGasNet provide realistic findings that are recognized by the system operators. 
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